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Key topics:

This world is on the precipice of the blow.
Way of the Triune God: the Great Commission
Bob's Five Bodies have to merge and become a compendium.

Origins of Europe; America as origin; original continent
Foundations of Earth; Andromeda
Pain and snipping DNA

2 processes going on (Damascus and Emmaus)
Breathing

Muscles turning to tendons: weakest / oldest injuries first.
You won’t need to use aethyrs, just keys
Body temperature of the ascended

Circadian rhythms
Heart of the matter is the matter of the heart
Option price example of Triune God

Buffer: turmeric and ReMag
Wilson: hexads and pentads

Faith vs works
Homeopathy, MIHR, Wilson
Frequencies stimulate certain activities in body and protease inhibitors. That’s how
electricity works within the Wilson.

Corundum, turtle shell
Corundum and writing code to the cloud
Going from 5G to 10G

Fractal antenna & lymphatic system
No radioactivity without electromagnetic field

1700h
3m
@Robyn

5m
Her homework and merging Linda's notes.



7m
USAF academy area not looking so great
Where should she go?

12m
This world is on the precipice of the blow.

18m
How are the already ascending handling this?
They're figuring out how to navigate the echelon.

You have to ascend in order to survive AI. Then you can navigate and beat AI.

20m
Which hologrammy do we create?
One that allows you to go through the travail of ascension.
You'll have a new position of a changed body. Sometimes pain and distention.
Find a way to be comfortable at those new levels.

23m
The ridiculous world of Joseph Robin Biden

26m
Rubbing silver that won't come clean is like the trebler and how it balances.
Trebler = qualifier.

Great Commission
28m
Way of the Triune God: the Great Commission
Triune is the 3-in-1. Like triangles that make up the Wilson, not Christian just particles.
Have to take the anomaly / analogy. Analogy that you have capacity to raise a 200 lbs. radish is
one thing until you actually grow a 200 lbs radish.

30m
Triune Great Commission vs Trilateral Commission
In a triune where all three don't agree, you have Trilateral Commission.
Triune brain relates to rhombic dodecahedron in position of how lymphatic system
responds. Brain stem, lymbic and cerebral cortex.

41m
Great Commission of Triune God
Inner, Outer and Middle Kingdom of Ascended merged together as one.



Is the Great Commission once you already have merged? Or is it the act of merging?
iON: some are, some aren't.
GC is individualized.

43m
The conditioned responses that you will have to respond to. eg. Triune God Great Commission.
Responses of individual or others?
Matt 28:16-20
16 Then the eleven disciples went away into Galilee, into a mountain where Jesus had
appointed them.
17 And when they saw him, they worshipped him: but some doubted.
18 And Jesus came and spake unto them, saying, All authority has been given to me in heaven
and on earth.
19 Go therefore, and make disciple of all them nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Smoke:
20 Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with
you always, even to the end of the age. Amen.

That's an individual position that Jesus is saying all power has been given to you and
now you're embracing that power from the 3 parts: go, send or disobey (3 parts of Great
Commission).
Disobey puts you on Damascus Road.
Abstracts or perspectives are not held up outside of the Great Commission. Because you're
trying to find it to get to it. Eg. how can I be a jew and not like the star of David? You can still be
a Jew.
They are angles or biases that present themselves while doing the Great Commission.
Like Mark 16:15 or Matt 28:19. Gives a position that you can imbue your place of power. Not
trying to save souls of sinners. Trying to ratify souls of you.

Great Commission is prolific.

49m
Hope vs luck.
The Hope Realm is depending on something you can't see or can't know.
Luke 24:44-49, John 20:19-23, Acts 1:4-8

50m
Fifth thunder is you as creator God come to reap the earth thereof. Terra firma is just the
promise, not the palace. It's a puppy foot stool.
This world is not your home.



52m
Bob's Five Bodies have to merge and become a compendium. It's a bibliography in the
encyclopedia.
How else could Church of Subgenius fit into this corporeal shit show.
Five Bodies merging into the Triune God. Hexadic is 2 sets of 3.

54m
Ezra Pound.
How was Pound able to communicate more with iambic pentameter than Ulysses did.

56m
Stop being so strident. Ease up on the gas, relax and let the thing flow so you're not taken
aback.
Hear the words and tactically at your comfort level apply it and see. That's lather, rinse,
repeat.
Now for the first time you're getting what life is about.
Now must apply your God given power or fail. You've got nothing else to go from.
We whittled everything down to the good parts. Now you're in the right place. Let it pass away.
Then you can start retrieving the analytical parts of Kroker. Don't be so sticky, let it flow.
Stop trying to save others. It's got to apply for you.

1800h
Origins of Europe; America as origin; original continent
11m
@Chad
Re: Bob’s announcement that he’s operating on a more epic scale and the biblical events may
be shortened or eliminated.
Does this mean that this world will become more peaceful like Bob Bunkers world?
Travail earnestly is adaptable but sometimes that becomes the War of the Roses. You're
gauging your position based on an outcome, because it never works quite like that.
Would be like a Pax Romana, but without all the blood.

12m
Is this redoing the Bay of Pigs an example of doing one more coda before we’re ready to go
that you mentioned on April 29?
You do the coda, not one more coda. Coda IS the one more time.

War of the Roses: Lancasters vs Yorks. 1455 - 85.
Mystery ground was Freak Out album.
John Lennon (York) vs Zappa (from Lancaster). Zappa won. Same thing happened in War of



the Roses.
Di Medicis vs Stuarts
Hanovers vs Hapsburgs
War of Roses goes on for 600 years. Up to Renaissance.
Then they become bleeding liberals, looking at genitalia in the artwork. Puritanism.
Over in America. That's coming into HW Armstrong. Gave good people a chance to be bad.
America is the original source.
Coming back to America is coming back to God.
They were running to Europe.

19m
Seti I was first one who set up a fortress in Europe. Pharaoh of 19th dynasty in the New
Kingdom which came from the Old World which is the USA.
The old America was Egypt. They’re finding pyramids in America.
Ramses I was the first. Came from Horemheb who was non-noble, came from USA.
iON is describing the original continent that America is a chip off of. Egypt was part of that
chip.
There was no Europe until Seti I went there.

24m
The envelopment of the old world by the new world is a contrived position of what you're trying
to ask.
Before Seti I came to Europe it was nothing. Like Lourdes.
The lines weren’t driven because they hadn’t been divined. Because you didn't know when
Babylon was going to take you up. Eg. What happened to Czechoslovakia.
There were no lines in those times. So you had to divine.

28m
Rostov coup attempt and lines shifting back and forth within one day is like Seti I Europe when
there were no lines.

29m
Moses was way before Seti. He was on original continent.
Our images are changing. Genesis describes the original continent before Deuteronomy. Land
of Lilith.
Genesis was about the breakup of that original continent. That's why they closed Eden.
Deuteronomy is after image of humans being created, visually biased earth, borders. The
begetting of the lands.
Exception is Noah. After Noah there was no land.
This clarified first page of Finnegans Wake: America, Egypt, etc.



31m
Rostov / Wagner coup was a coup de grace. Against Putin? We'll see. It's not over yet. You just
think it is.
Original continent is still breaking up, reintegration is in Andromeda. Endless breaking
up on earth until earth is absorbed into the rocket.

Lyrics to “I’m living in Canaan now” shift from USA to everything else.

33m
The ongoing decomposure.
Where were ascending people? In their own spaces, just like now.
Bob is the Great Trebler. Bob must remain grounded. He is the father of George
Washington.

35m
Before the Foundations of Earth: you wouldn’t know difference if it was before or after Genesis.
World has corners, squares. That's a foundation. J Vernon McGee, How Firm A Foundation.

I’m living in canaan now

Egypt was once my home, I was a slave
Helpless in sin did roam, love-light did crave,
but when I looked up to heaven's dome Christ came to save,
I'm living in Canaan now

Living on Canaan's side, Egypt behind
Crossed over Jordan wide, gladness to find
My soul is satisfied, no longer blind
Living with Jesus up in Canaan right now

Satan may have you bound with fetters strong,
Look up to higher ground it'will not be long
till Christ the Saviour your soul has found
You'll sing this song

How firm a foundation

How firm a foundation, ye saints of the Lord, is laid for your faith in His excellent Word.

What more can He say than to you He has said, to you who for refuge to Jesus have fled?



There is no "before Andromeda".

Eden was not part of the foundations. They were set in that window but had nothing to do with
Eden or Lilith.
Solomon’s temple is way later. Between 6th and 10th Centuries BCE.

38m
@Jean
Roots of tree of life grounded in Andromeda.
That's where they came from, that's why we said they are separate.
Garden of Eden (roots) is separate from the earth.

Original continent parts: They’re moving away from themselves, Babylon has fallen.
That's why you're trying to get back to Andromeda: following roots back to Andromeda.
Also makes a lotus flower bloom, but better become a God packing for your journey home first,
that's why we tell Chad, Bert, Eira to pack their shit.

That restores the part of Yarmulke continent that applies (the part that’s not separate: gods
peculiar people who are not): America that’s above 33rd parallel.

@Bert

Pain and snipping DNA
41m
Pain: applies to the yarmulke continent.
Ascension like religious example of born again.
Gotta have a new body, life, compendium. Reborn for a body that is saved.

Childbirth is not comfortable, almost traumatic. Painful. Once baby is born, you forget about that
pain.
Then you’re born again.
Travail is painful.

47m
Pain is resistance, not the snipping of DNA at one double helix.
Pain is resistance, ohmerage. "I don't want to change. I don't want to get fat. I don't know what
that's like."

Fear not, I am with you, O be not dismayed for I am Thy God, and will still give you aid.
I'll strengthen you, help you, and cause you to stand upheld by My righteous, omnipotent
hand.



Potential. Ohmerage of ascension.
Snipping takes place when there’s pain.
Parts of body that can’t sustain God body must go.
Knife hurts not going in, but when it’s pulled out.
Mitochondria snips and create another cell. Then create 144k in same cell. Sealed like zygote
in womb.

Once cell gets to 144k, no more snipping.

That’s the new body, born again, new body in twinkling of an eye.
You have to pierce the veil.

54m
2 processes going on: Damascus and Emmaus.
“There will be a shift where there’s lack of perfection in body, this is where perfection can be
obtained.”
2 processes: 1 stop snipping little man cells, then it snips again at 144k to snip no more. Then
seals the zygote and it's ready for ascension.

Breathing
56m
Double-helix strands and breath.
Is there a breathing process that helps achieve 144k?
Spirometer: blow to maintain certain level of pressure. That builds endurance in cilia in lungs.
Bert noticing change in his breath, in resting. More difficult to exhale. Body embracing CO2 and
doesn’t want to let it go.

@Linda
Trying to different breathing: no difference between breathing in and out.
iON gives instruction on how to control breathing. Smell flowers, breath in nose and blow out
the candle. If you can control that, you can control the breathing.

1900h
1m
@Bert
Body trying to save CO2, making it harder to exhale.

3m
Is there an order to muscles turning to tendons?
Yes. Weakest oldest injuries first.



That’s why we do magnesium first because that’s the primary deficiency.
Ascension is the only thing that will fix these pains.

6m
Magnesium was on the original continent. Relates to getting magnesium from Asia.

Not needing aethyrs, just keys
iON: Carolyn said, after you learn the position of having power to completely adjust or
adjudicate the positions, you won’t need to use aethyrs, just keys.

Bert: that's connected to...
When RnA Drops are taken under tongue, connects lymphatic system to 5 of the cranial nerves.
You don't know what those nerves are. It does the pimping for the thyroid.
If you understand manipulation of thyroid, you’ll get connection between thalamus,
hypothalamus and pineal gland.
That allows you to use just keys and not aethyrs.

ReMyte was totally focused on thyroid. That was second bunch of minerals after magnesium.
Carolyn focuses on hypo / hyper, trying to save you with balance.
iON trying to save you with ascension. The "baby" will make you forget the travail of labor.
On Emmaus road you have time to adjust. On Damascus road you may go blind.
Carolyn is half on Emmaus, half on Damascus because she just has double vision.

12m
Carolyn’s vision issues made her focus on hearing. Enhancement of that position made
it Key 1.

Doctor said it is impossible for JW to raise his arms straight up. It set a point of here’s an issue
we’re going to solve.
Doctors will get you high but it doesn’t make you better. Carolyn is not a steroid supporter: tricks
your body into feeling better.

Body temperature of the ascended
20m
Bert found contradicting notes:
2015 March: Temperature of ascended blood will have effect on its viscosity, blood will run cold
and slow when specific gravity changes. Boil point will change anyway and body temperature
reduce to 98.0
2020: You’ll run a bit hotter.
2023: JW feeling colder
A bit of fever kills whatever is the issue. Once it’s responded to it goes back to cold.



Core temperature is what iON is talking about. Like jumping in an ice bath. JW would like that
cold.

You have to be able to adjust yourself to the change.
Carolyn doesn't want to sell you painkillers. She’s trying to get the whole part of you whole so
you don't have to ask someone for help.
Eat protein even if it’s not clean. If mineralization is right, you can eat anything.
If you find yourself in hell, keep walking because this world is not your home.

Circadian rhythms
22m
Circadian rhythms.
2016: Carbon changing circadian rhythms.
2021: Body changing, atmosphere changing. Theta and alpha waves merging, having effect
on plasma conductivity.
Merging having effect on circadian rhythms. This is why some people can’t sleep lately.

24m
New circadian rhythm a 12-hour cycle?
No.
Circadian rhythm is arch ramification of how time is engaged.
Point is: How much REM engagement are you experiencing.
That shift will change circadian rhythm.
Great divide is number of hours you lay in bed without REM.

26m
New circadian rhythm a 12-hour cycle?
Bert’s changing sleep patterns. This doesn’t apply to those who didn’t do OAM, Conjure, talk to
Bob.
Doing OAM, conjure, keys and aethyrs changes your REM cycle. It aligns them. That's
why people take melatonin.
Dr. Dean has something for that in her grimoire.
We’re taking advantage of the New Alchemy. Not new but you’re finally catching up to it.
You don’t need chemotherapy, you need chemicals.
(May relate to new chemicals in new periodic table).

30m
Cycle is not hourly, it is a pentameter. Don’t do it by hours. That why some people can sleep a
couple of hours and some 10 hours.
Quiet your mind. It’s your enemy.
Mind says “I can’t eat that”. Get the mind out of it. Not thinking man’s game. When you resist,



you’re going to do it anyway.
Mind is the trebler you can’t overcome, until you do.
Then body mass index has nothing to do with what you eat. Eg. Some can eat a buffet and
weigh 80 lbs.

Heart of the matter is the matter of the heart
32m
Ascher / Escher – those outside / inside lines do not outline the four chambers of heart. It's
what makes the ventricle of the pericardium itself. You've got to feed the beast.
Ventricle that feeds the beast is fibrous and serous membranes, until chambers merge,
then it will change. That’s why we mix up mitochondrial and myocardial.

35m
2021: Tech Body and blood are frequencies that feed the beast.
Heart is connected to the beast. That’s the part that has to change (heart of the matter is
the matter of the heart) – mitochondrial and myocardial.
That’s what Carolyn has mastered: the cohesiveness.

Conditioned response of mind-body-spirit that applies:
Eg. I’m living in a fucked up situation; my mind is fucked up and I destroy everything I touch, but
I’m happy in my meat sack body in a completed position.
Juxtaposition between those 3 is an example that explains how you integrate the triune
God in your body.
That’s how you intermittently strike the price of the option.

Option price example of Triune God
37m
Options: strike price, call price, put price.
You all have options.

Strike price is where you’re willing to stop or win.

Call price is price I can call it back.
Even if I forfeit my place of ascension, that's the price at which I can call it back.

Inside / outside control of valence / valance applies to ascension. Does that mean the Loefflers
have invented ascension?
Look at the system that's being created where if you win you lose and if you lose you win.
You can win if you can navigate the Triune God.



39m
@Chad
Call price gives the option to buy.
You buy an option. Like ascension, you put something on the table. Gives you the option to buy
that stock if it hits the strike price.

(Put price gives you the option to sell if the stock hits the strike price)
Put price, strike price.
This has to do with the trebler in a triune god position

42m
{iON takes a break.}

44m
@Bob
Pentad is tetrad run by machines.
Pentad machines were Bob’s content.
You don’t know what ascension is. Descend: come with Bob. Descension more familiar. Go with
what you know.
You don’t want to ascend. Times up, it’s over.

46m
Make it new. Don't let it be cliche.

47m
Bob corrected that he’s not cancelling earthquakes or Las Palmas.

57m
Jack queries Bob about his first new shirt in 25 years.

2000h
Chat with Bob continues

2100h
3m
@Linda
To Bob: what are perceptual cues that you’re moving from the hexad to the septad?
Bob: don’t worry about that. You’re only in the Monad.

6m
To Bob: do you ever get past hendyadis as you ascend?



Yes. Thompson is the Dyad.
Monad thinks they know something and can get somewhere.
Dyad is interesting dialog.

12m

{iON returns}

@Alissa
The beast iON mentioned earlier.
Ascher inside, Escher outside. Connecting myochondrial (myocardial & mitochondrial).
Tech Body and heart are feeding the beast inside.
Feeding the beast connects to the beast in Revelation.

16m
Lyrics to Heaven’s joy awaits fixes Alissa’s conundrum re: the beast.

Buffer: turmeric and ReMag
@Carolyn
If you don’t drink water with minerals, the minerals will pull out water and dehydrate.
Does turmeric freeze-dry?
If you had a Petri dish and ReMag and freeze dried turmeric, that would be a buffer.
Once that’s in a conditioned response, you wouldn’t have to have an M&M.
You’ll change the corporeal issue that Alissa had.

You’re talking about taking something that cannot be and making it be. Change the environment
that its changed in.
Take 10 lbs turmeric and freeze dry and it becomes 1 lb, lacks water. Increases the potency.

ReMag draws water. If you take something freeze dried and put it together and it’s
conundrum for the two things and creates something that never was: buffers it.
Once it hits the gut, you’re having another conversation.
Eg. Bufferin is aspirin + antacid like ReMag + turmeric. Turmeric buffers the magnesium.

24m
Turmeric is a root.
Curcumin is main active component in turmeric. It works for inflammation.

26m
Tiny percent of ginger root itself.
2 parts magnesium to 1 part turmeric.
Take a tenth of a clean ginger root. You gotta balance it for all temperatures, capacities and



levels. Or it will fall out of solution.
You have to make an aspic so it will stay together.
The rhizomal value in plantae kingdom, the kingdom has to balance and it will hold even in a
flood.
Ginger is what balances it so it will stay in solution. A spoon full of sugar helps the
medicine go down.
Then you have to decide how to present it. iON likes IV (intravenous).
This makes it stable.

31m
Freeze dry ReMag in a crucible.

Wilson: hexads and pentads
32m
Triune God, like triangles that make up Wilson.
Those triangles nested in hexagonal reference of corundum.
Beryl aspect of Wilson function.
Not exactly triangles…
Soccer ball structured like Wilson.
Soccer ball is pentad connected to a hexad.
That’s how keratin in nails hold polarity. We’re starting to explain what electricity is.
(12 pentagons, 20 hexagons)

39m
You think you’re penalized because everybody falls, but Bob doesn’t see it that way.
No downside because Bob doesn’t have an upside. So he wins either way.
He’s looking for polarity but knows his ohmerage is zero.

41m
If Bob’s ohmerage is zero, how does that work out in a multiplicity of a conductive
resonance value of an electrical charge? Not electricity but electrical charge.
That’s why when you have 110v coming into your house and after a point the breaker will flip
because it’s overloaded.

@Chad
Bob wins no matter what because he’s come to the place where there is no up or down.

Chad reads how electrons engage resistance.

As electrons move through the conductor, some collide with atoms, other electrons,
or impurities in the metal. It is these collisions that cause resistance.



You can use rubber to buffer charge, like car tires in a lightning storm.
If charge is too strong, it would curtail car's ability to hold conductive resonance.

44m
Chad has been both sides of it.
You have to separate the ethereal, the mystical, the spiritual, and the physical. Because
you can mysteriously get caught in a thunderstorm in a car and have field of variance so wide
that if you got out of the faraday-conditioned position (the car) you'd be fried.
In the car you're protected because you're in that space.
That space – Mystery Landscape that holds you in stasis – allows you to see outside
capacity that you’re having to endure.

@Alissa
45m
How does this connect to AL2O3 as it relates to blood plasma and plasma field?
Not answered.

Chad won’t do unless he can show his work. Bert’s work shows him.

Faith vs works
47m
@Chad
June 6 WY: Faith too strong to be left doubting. Involves you in the conditioned response of the
Triune God. That’s faith, not works.
Does that mean faith beats works?
One son says he won't do it and does it, the other says he will do it and doesn't. Which
one is good son? The one who did it, because it got done. That's the difference between
faith and works.

You have to find a way to negotiate conditioned response.
Conditioned vs conditional response.
When you get used to something it becomes a conditional response. Eg. I get my back rubbed
every day so if you rub my back I won't get offended.

Homeopathy, MIHR, Wilson
50m
Taking ReAline to get the shit out and build up double helix strands.
Your body responds to methionine like a tincture where your body would respond and
then get used to it.



@Carolyn: how homeopathy applies and improves meat sack condition regardless of their
environs.

Different frequencies of different substances, even though maximally diluted but it stimulates
body to respond.
MIHR potentized Chinese herbs.
Frequencies stimulate certain activities in body and protease inhibitors.
That’s how electricity works within the Wilson.

Tincture aspect and conditional response – same thing. One is endemic, one is
systemic. (Endemic = Chip Body according to Bob in Tailgate)
Conditioned vs conditional? Eg. Schrodinger’s cat is doomed either way.

You've got to stay focused.
Chad, you’ve got to run the numbers backwards.
Bert, got to apply the stimuli to see how this contortion connects to the Mystery Ground.
Carolyn, has to put her picture on a billboard.
Bob, needs to take a nap.

Endemic is local / body particles.
Systemic is effect that goes through whole landscape.
Put both in faraday cage and answer question then. That's the Tech Body.
Now in car and won’t get electrocuted.
The protection agent, like MIHR, energized immune system: challenges deadly cells so you
become undetectable. Still have it but undetectable.

But Zika will come inside car and get you anyway.
The faraday cage has to crack. They've broken the faraday cage.
Pay attention: things will get easier and easier and worse and worse.
You better become strong as the Tech Body or you’re doomed. Inside and outside.

@Bob: Have no fear of the Tech Body. That's why you read McLuhan, he doesn't have a fear of
technology.

2200h
@Jean
There are frequencies that our new body will repel?
The basophils are more about allergic reactions, fighting parasites, and creating
histamines and heparins. That will go to zero in the new body. Parasites will be absorbed
by the absolute neutrophils.

https://ionandbob.blogspot.com/2019/06/ion-how-do-i-ascend.html


White blood cells will help with immune response. neutrophil will go to 8.8 compared to .67.
(From June 20, 2020 Ascension recording)

Corundum, turtle shell
3m
@Bert
How does power of blood fit into faraday cage or whole meat sack body?
Now you’re getting into the auras, and protection of the inside-out, outside-in.
Like the video of forcing the lotus flower to bloom.
Chad can give details of the formulary with it, and that's necessary to show your work because
it has to be an endemnic processional, because if it cracks, it's no good.
If a part of shell isn’t complete, the turtle is toast.

We need to be on Completement formulas so nothing slips through the cracks.

RnA Drops giving new info to CH14
ReMag being beginning point of remineralization
Formulas give you a functioning moving capacitor in meat sack that is protected.
Mineralization allows body to wake up so you can survive.
Otherwise, there’s too much shit in your environment for you to thrive.
Situation doesn’t matter. It’s about the capacity to overcome.
You can be functioning and bullet proof.

8m
The above connects to corundum: that’s why some die of a broken heart.
Also sealed in sac of pericardium.
That brings you into the carbons and how they attach to the scenarios.

9m
Corundum is an emerald. It’s very hard, mohs scale of 9.
Easy to shatter because of how striations are.

Almost impossible to engrave anything on emerald, will shatter.
You must oil emerald ring to keep it. (Like lipids?)
Emerald closest to being diamond without being diamond.

12m
White sapphires, blue sapphire emerald and corundums are in the cloud system.
Each have capacity to insulate and conductive. That’s how you make the position between
diamond that cloud is made of– connective is what gives it polarity. That’s how you jump from
5G to 10G.

https://ionandbob.blogspot.com/2019/06/ion-how-do-i-ascend.html
https://youtu.be/qkqKqzuWsEs


White sapphires, blue sapphire emerald have different capacities.

@Chad
The corporeal input to cloud computing (not iON's cloud)
If you add the constituency of those other corundums you should be able to write code
to the cloud.
Eg. you can't write on emerald but there's an emerald tablet. So if you can write on emerald you
can apply the tablet to the diamond or the cloud.

14m
You must oil emerald ring to keep it. Like lipids?
It is. Also have synovial issues that apply to that.
Eg. Hydrogen peroxide has drying function that allows clotting to be activated.
Relates to clotting and sealing the turtle shell / faraday cage.
How does clotting connect to ITP (low levels of cells that aid blood clotting)?
See Revelation 8.
Clotting relates to sealing the turtle shell / the crack in the faraday cage.

17m

@Bert
Heavy metals, how counts matter in ITP, clotting and sealing turtle shell relates to
valence and valance in a theta wave.

further research for Chad

Have to ground this information. Must ask: corporeally how does this apply? Otherwise you're
pissing in the wind.

19m
Theta wave is the ascended frequency of 6.944 mhz
That's whole point of this faraday condition.
Also applies to the low temperature ionized plasma. That’s how you balance the monoliths, via
the frequency and temperature. The in and out – water boils at different temperatures at
different elevations. Balance it so you can have conductivity to make it work.

Super ionized low temperature plasma. Relates to Bert’s old plasma discussions.

22m
Polarity already went from 5G to 10G. If 5G will kill you, what will 10G do?
@Carolyn: it will resuscitate you.
It will change the rules of engagement. People will just be trying to survive.

10g requires a buffer.



Fractal antenna and lymphatic system
24m
@Alissa
How does something write on code to the cloud (not iON's), and how does it receive it?

@Chad
2011 Forex talks: every device has fractal antenna built into it already even though no one
knows what it is for. Also fractal antenna in you.

Lymphatic system is the interface between the fractal antenna in the device (GPS chip)
and fractal antenna in your meat sack (a polymerase).
That’s where the lipids apply to oiling the emerald to keep it from cracking.
It is NOT related to the heavy metals or different types of corundum.

Say "lymphatic system" because it is more inclusive than just lipids.

Carolyn looks at what is and then adjusts from there and has to adjust for everybody.
And Carolyn wants to touch you in order to work on you. She can reach past a contained
faraday condition. That’s why she’s so good at what she does.

If you learn how to navigate that stream (Carolyn’s) then you can navigate your own stream.
She sees everyone as well and catches them up to that conditional response.

Carolyn sees the good in everybody even when they don’t deserve it. She’s benefiting her
duality or twinship that allows everybody to have the opportunity to ascend.

Carolyn has balls to tell FDA where to go.

32m
@Bert
Re: navigating the stream, sidestepping the issue like Carolyn does.
Conjure of Sacrifice. OAM. Keys and aethyrs, and the power that controls to move you into
larger space. Even when they put a gun to your head and tell you what to do.

No radioactivity without electromagnetic field
34m
Heavy metals don’t apply to corundum. Just that you’ll eat them. You can mitigate them.

Re: eating mercury cereal, that relates to having osmium and iridium in meat sack connecting to
lipids. (That is upper scale ascension material).

https://ionandbob.blogspot.com/2018/10/ion-forex.html


As body is able to mitigate or embrace half lives.
Little man has a whole life but they’re only dealing with a half life.
There is only whole life. Nothing gets destroyed. No decay.

When does gold deteriorate? Doesn’t. The more you burn it, the purer it gets. Becomes clear as
glass.

37m
Thank Bob every day for offering this opportunity to connect dots.
Bob’s got all this and he makes it available to show you how you do it.

40m
@Jean
Gold has no charge.
But deuterium would be a different element if it didn’t have a charge. It would be stable, not
radioactive.
Without electromagnetic field can’t have radioactivity.
That changes things. That’s why they’re willing and able to share their nuclear reactors.

Without EM field, no radiation, no polarity. Nothing for it to be radioactive to.
Faraday cage repels frequency only.
Chad! You have to do a calculation for that, doing trigonometric value now.
Calculate this from cosine, not sine or you’ll be off by half.

43m
Frequency separated from polarity.
Don’t need shoes if you have no feet. Then you don’t need rubber tires since there won’t be a
charge.
So, what is a buffer? Like a bra to hold your mammaries in place. Foundational garments buffer
you from the world in which you live. Buffer that repels frequency. Same like a rubber spray that
insulates, or rubber gloves when working with electricity.

46m
We are conducting energy, non-polarized energy.
Non polar like Bob. Bob doesn’t HAVE a charge. He is IN charge.
That goes back to the great commission.
There's no resistance / ohmerage when you allow frequency to flow.

47m
@Chad
Something with no resistance has zero ohms, which is still a calculatable condition because you
can still do it in a formulary, if there's something you need to calculate that's larger than that. It's
kind of like the resonant node.



Capacitor can act as a buffer IF you're triangulating it, not if you're just doing it normal. But
careful because you're calculating the degree of voltage rather than amperage. That's what
people mess up.

Amperage vs voltage.
River example.
Amp: current. High amperage would be a big river with a lot of water that would know you over.
Voltage: pressure of the electric current, like the water that goes over the waterfall, increasing
the velocity.

52m
@Linda
Progenitor stem cell company and knee replacements.
Biosplice Therapeutics, Inc. (look at Samumed, LLC)
Look at. the directors and who is running the company.
Might relate to using amino acids in joints and things.

56m
What big thing is happening on July 7 or 8?
Too hot for iON to talk about it.

2300h
@Bert
New distraction in Ukraine.
Wagner Group attempted a coup.
The problem is in Finland.

2m
@Linus
Water is not really an element. It’s going away.

5m
Coup in Russia a ruse?
No. It only lasted 30 mins. It’s not over yet.
Today was a distraction. Tomorrow won’t be.

19m
@Eira
Bob is in charge but has no charge.
He attracts everything.



27m
Bob reads from Time & Western Man.
Sight is separated from touch. That’s important in the Gutenberg Galaxy.

42m
@Bob
Speaks to Wyndham Lewis through iON
There was no medium or message.

45m
Lewis' take on angels.
Greatest enemy of humanity is humanity itself.
Why did Lewis talk about angels in The Human Age?

50m
The message is tell them what the medium is.
Now girls are boys and boys are girls. Lewis warned us of this.

0000h
Finnegans Wake
p. 449

p. 448
Do you know what, liddle giddles? One of those
days I am advised by the smiling voteseeker who's now snoring
elued to positively strike off hiking for good and all as I bldy
well bdly ought until such temse as some mood is made under
privy-sealed orders to get me an increase of automoboil and foot-
wear for these poor discalced and a bourse from bon Somewind for
a cure at Badanuweir (though where it's going to come from this
time ) as I sartunly think now, honest to John, for an income
plexus that that's about the sanguine boundary limit. Amean.

This is the political version of Wake’s version of what’s going on in USA. Do they have votes to
impeach him?
They’re working it like a bad habit to see what can they get away with.
They don’t care about money, they care about power. They want to say who gets money so
they can cut off Joe Mansion. Running money as a power gauge.

Sis dearest, Jaun added, with voise somewhit murky, what
though still high fa luting, as he turned his dorse to her to pay



court to it, and ouverleaved his booseys to give the note and

449 UP
score, phonoscopically incuriosited and melancholic this time
whiles, as on the fulmament he gaped in wulderment, his on-
saturncast eyes in stellar attraction followed swift to an imagin-
ary swellaw, O, the vanity of Vanissy! All ends vanishing! Pur-
sonally, Grog help me, I am in no violent hurry. If time enough
lost the ducks walking easy found them. I'll nose a blue fonx
with any tristys blinking upon this earthlight of all them that
pass by the way of the deerdrive, conconey's run or wilfrid's
walk, but I'd turn back as lief as not if I could only spoonfind
the nippy girl of my heart's appointment, Mona Vera Toutou
Ipostila, my lady of Lyons, to guide me by gastronomy under
her safe conduct. That's more in my line. I'd ask no kinder of
fates than to stay where I am, with my tinny of brownie's tea,
under the invocation of Saint Jamas Hanway, servant of Gamp,
lapidated, and Jacobus a Pershawm, intercissous, for my thuri-
fex, with Peter Roche, that frind of my boozum, leaning on my
cubits, at this passing moment by localoption in the birds' lodg-
ing, me pheasants among, where I'll dreamt that I'll dwealth mid
warblers' walls when throstles and choughs to my sigh hiehied,
with me hares standing up well and me longlugs dittoes, where

In and out. Interaction between male / female conduit. It’s actually the central geopolitical
construct of right now. That’s more in my line.
intercissous = insiders testifying
Servant of gamp is Guantanamo bay situation.

a maurdering row, the fox! has broken at the coward sight till
well on into the beausome of the exhaling night, pinching stop-
andgo jewels out of the hedges and catching dimtop brilliants
on the tip of my wagger but for that owledclock (fast cease to it!)
has just gone twoohoo the hour and that yen breezes zipping
round by Drumsally do be devils to play fleurt. I could sit on safe
side till the bark of Saint Grouseus for hoopoe's hours, till heoll's
hoerrisings, laughing lazy at the sheep's lightning and turn a wida-
most ear dreamily to the drummling of snipers, hearing the wire-
less harps of sweet old Aerial and the mails across the nightrives
(peepet! peepet!) and whippoor willy in the woody (moor park!
moor park!) as peacefed as a philopotamus, and crekking jugs



philopotamus = Joe Biden just smiles when accused.
Laying in the hedges
Trump won’t debate because he’s 50 points ahead of everyone else.
They’re all sitting on the edge and then they’ll have an opinion.

at the grenoulls, leaving tealeaves for the trout and belleeks for the
wary till I'd followed through my upfielded neviewscope the
rugaby moon cumuliously godrolling himself westasleep amuckst
the cloudscrums for to watch how carefully my nocturnal goose-

450 UP
mother would lay her new golden sheegg for me down under in
the shy orient. What wouldn't I poach the rent in my river-

How it’s all coming apart.
Shy Orient = the quiet China

side, my otther shoes, my beavery, honest! ay, and melt my
belt for a dace feast of grannom with the finny ones, those happy
greppies in their minnowahaw, flashing down the swansway,
leaps ahead of the swift MacEels, the big Gillaroo redfellows
and the pursewinded carpers, rearin antis rood perches astench
of me, or, when I'd like own company best, with the help of a
norange and bear, to be reclined by the lasher on my logansome,
my g.b.d. in my f.a.c.e., solfanelly in my shellyholders and lov'd
latakia, the benuvolent, for my nosethrills, with the jealosomines

“China’s bad!” Yet the politicians and big tech guys are over there making deals with China.

wilting away to their heart's deelight and the king of saptimber
letting down his humely odours for my consternation, dapping
my griffeen, burning water in the spearlight or catching trophies
of the king's royal college of sturgeone by the armful for to bake
pike and pie while, O twined me abower in L'Alouette's Tower,
all Adelaide's naughtingerls juckjucking benighth me, I'd ga-
mut my twittynice Dorian blackbudds chthonic solphia off my
singasongapiccolo to pipe musicall airs on numberous fairy-
aciodes. I give, a king, to me, she does, alone, up there, yes see,
I double give, till the spinney all eclosed asong with them. Isn't

They’re all getting on the same Titanic.
Look at it from a wide perspective. Predicates are where you get messed up. You can see the
flow of the ridiculous situation right now.



It’s a whole subset of the destruction. 4 different places where the world as we know it was
going to implode. World goes and then they bring it back. Then they find out Finn wasn’t dead.
Vibration is important. If you get on it the winds and waves will respond.

52m
Bob got all the Costco space from where they kept Bud Lite.

0100h
Tailgate
Bob says that when iON told Chad to go broad spectrum, that’s the eschatological level.

—


